We present a control strategy for a simpli ed model of a one-legged running robot which features compliant elements in series with hip and leg actuators. For this model, proper spring selection and initial conditions result in \passive dynamic" operation close to the desired motion, without any actuation. However, this motion is not stable. Our controller is based on online calculations of the desired passive dynamic motion which is then parametrized in terms of a normalized \locomotion time." We show in simulation that the proposed controller stabilizes a wide range of velocities and is robust to modelling errors. It also tracks changes in desired robot velocity and remains largely passive despite a xed set of springs, masses, and inertias. Comparisons of simulated runs with direct hip actuation show 95% hip actuation energy savings at 3m=s. Such energy savings are critical for the power autonomy of electrically actuated legged robots.
Introduction
Research in dynamically stable legged locomotion aims at understanding the design, dynamics and control of legged machines with the goal of maximizing dexterity, mobility, speed, and e ciency. Progress in this direction has been di cult due to the high dimensionality, the intermittent and under-actuated nature of locomotion, analytically intractable models, and in practice the multitude of constraints on actuator systems. Despite these di culties the robotics community has been able to produce over the past 15 years several working dynamically stable monopods 1, 2], bipeds 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] and quadrupeds 8, 9] . The largest contribution to date is the pioneering work of Raibert and coworkers 10] who have built one-, two-and four-legged hydraulically actuated robots, based on prismatic compliant legs. With their elegant mechanical designs, apparently complex dynamical behavior can be achieved by relatively simple control algorithms.
In order to exploit the newly gained mobility and speed in applications it is imperative to achieve autonomous operations and eliminate the highly constraining power cord. HowThis work has been supported in part by an NSERC Research Grant and an FCAR New Researcher Grant held by MB. Support for MA has been provided by the Ministry of Culture and Higher Education of Iran. ever, power autonomy in dynamic legged robots is an additional constraint on an already challenging design and control problem, and has only recently received attention in the research community. McGeer 11] has built completely unactuated gravity powered two-legged mechanisms capable of walking down inclines. Such unforced motion of a mechanical system is called its \passive dynamics." From the very beginning Raibert's robots 10] have exploited this principle for the vertical motion which is produced by the spring{mass system formed by the body and the compliant leg. Others 1, 2] and more recently 12] have succeeded in building electrically actuated robots using a similar design for the vertical dynamics.
This principle is at work in nature as well. Many animals are able to reduce the metabolic cost of running considerably by utilizing the elastic properties of muscles, tendons, and bones distributed in their bodies 13] and limbs 14, 15, 16, 17] . In fact, springs for energy storage are pervasive in nature, and three generic uses of springs in biological systems are discussed by Alexander 18] .
In robot running, the use of compliant elements in more than one joint could translate into further energy savings as well. For example, experimental data in 19] showed that the energy consumption for maintaining the leg swing motion amounted to more than 20J per ight phase even at the moderate speed of 1:2m=s. This is much higher than the stance energy of 5J and constitutes 40% of the total energy requirement for running. This represents an opportunity for major energy savings based on a robot design with a compliant hip, which provides an unforced response { its passive dynamics { close to the desired hip oscillation during running. Raibert and Thompson 20] investigated a one-legged robot with hip compliance. Via simulations and experiments, they showed that proper selection of the initial conditions allows, in principle, operation at any speed. However, the resulting motion is not stable, and the robot will eventually fall.
The control problem of stabilizing robot running with a compliant hip for fore-aft swinging is much more di cult than that for the compliant leg (vertical oscillation) control for three reasons. First, the leg spring is \reset" by a hardstop to a nominal length at each lift-o . This is not the case for the hip spring. Second, in addition to controlling forward speed during ight via touchdown foot placement and body g gravitational acceleration (6) s T s stance period (8) , (9) s T step step period (4) 0:5 s x hip horizontal position ( Fig. 1 ) m x f toe to hip horizontal distance (Fig. 2) m z hip vertical position (Fig. 1) m leg angle w.r.t. vertical ( Fig. 1) rad duty factor (11) body pitch angle ( Fig. 1) rad ! h hip oscillation frequency (3) rad=s ! l stance oscillation frequency (7) rad=s pitch during stance, the hip motion has to remain close to its passive motion if energy minimization is to be realized. Third, the hip swing motion has to remain closely synchronized with the vertical motion to achieve stable locomotion.
A simpli ed version of this problem was solved by McGeer 21] for a biped without torso where two legs were connected via a spring. Based on linearized numerical analysis, he proposed local linear control strategies to achieve stable steady speed running. Here we o er a control algorithm that stabilizes a simpli ed model of Raibert's one-legged robot with hip and leg compliance, capable of running at a large range of speeds, tracking velocity pro les and capable of dealing with modelling errors. Before proceeding to the solution, we need to clarify the problem.
Problem Statement
The most elementary prototype model for the study of dynamically stable locomotion is shown in Fig. 1 . This model is based on Raibert's earliest experimental robot 22], and later similar robots 1, 2] built to study the control and energetics of electrically actuated variants. As in 20], we make the simplifying assumptions of negligible frictional losses, zero toe mass, zero spring preload, and a total centre of mass located at the hip joint. One complete locomotion cycle is illustrated in Fig. 2 . It consists of the ight phase where the toe does not touch the ground and the robot traverses a ballistic trajectory, and the stance phase, where the toe is on the ground and the leg spring is compressed. The beginning of the ight phase and stance phase are termed lift-o and touchdown, respectively. The instant of maximum and minimum body height are called apex and bottom. The robot has four degrees of freedom and two actuators, one linear displacement actuator in series with the leg spring and one revolute displacement actuator in series with the hip spring. Since the robot is a variable structure system, we have derived di erent equations of motion for ight and stance phases. The spring is massless and the spring force is axial. All the robot variables and parameters are de ned in Table 1 . The equations of motion describe the robot's four degree of freedom during ight,
and of its three degrees of freedom during stance, r = ?g cos( ) + r _ 2 + k l (r 0 ? r + p l )=m 
The central idea underlying the use of passive dynamic motion in the hip is illustrated in Fig. 3 . If we denote by x f the horizontal position of the toe with respect to the hip, a completely unforced, frictionless oscillation of the leg and body coupled by the hip spring produces a sinusoidal response. It can now be seen that, with proper initial conditions and coordination with the vertical motion, one can assure that stance phase occurs during the period of approximately constant slope, equivalent to the robot forward speed. Thus the unforced response can provide for the correct gross hip motion during locomotion. Two questions must be answered before this idea can be used in practice. Given the robot's design parameters and a desired forward velocity, how to select the passive hip motion and the robot's initial conditions? The answer to this question was given by Raibert and Thompson in 20]. Sec. 3 reviews and further elaborates their work in order to prepare for the answer to the second question. This is the central contribution of this paper, addressed in Sec. 4: How can a legged robot be actively stabilized for a xed as well as varying velocity while exploiting the passive hip swinging? The answer to this question permits dramatic energy savings which should aid in the development of power autonomous dynamic legged robots.
Passive Running
In this section, we derive the initial conditions that result in passive dynamic running, given the robot's design parameters, together with the desired forward speed. To this end we need to examine the dynamics of the hip oscillations in Sec. 3.1, the vertical oscillations in Sec. 3.2, and the e ect of their coupling in Sec. 3.3. Sec. 3.4 derives initial conditions for purely passive operation, and the resulting performance is presented in Sec. 3.5.
Since the states in this section correspond to the passive dynamic case the variables bear the superscript \*"(e.g., and
). This is necessary to remain consistent with the notation in Sec. 4 where the same variables without \*" correspond to the actual robot states.
Hip Oscillation
The natural frequency of the body-leg counter-oscillation of the planar hopper ( Fig. 1 ) can be derived from its equations of motion (1) as
where J e = J b J l =(J b + J l ) is the e ective moment of inertia for the leg-body counter-oscillation around the hip. Thus the time period for one complete oscillation, the step period, is
A symmetric counter{oscillation between leg and body requires that the hip spring is at rest at the initial con guration, 0 = 0 = 0. Then any given initial leg speed, _ 0 is also the leg speed amplitude, _ 0 =^_ . Furthermore, the amplitudes of leg speed,^_ , and pitch speed,^_ , are related,
Vertical Oscillations
A complete vertical hopping cycle includes stance and ight phases similar to the planar hopper's cycle illustrated in Fig. 2 .
Flight: In this phase the purely ballistic robot motion is described by z(t) = z lo + _ z lo t ? gt 2 2 and z ap = _ z 2 lo 2g + z lo ; T f = 2 _ z lo g (6) give the maximum body height (the apex) and the ight duration, respectively, as a function of the vertical lift-o height, z lo , and the vertical lift-o velocity _ z lo .
Stance: Without pre-load in the spring, the center of mass will follow a sinusoidal motion with a natural frequency ! l = r k l m :
Leg Spring Sti ening Versus Forward Speed
Accurate knowledge of stance time is important since it is the basis for both the purely passive motion, via the calculation of the initial conditions, and, more critically, for the stabilizing control algorithm proposed in Sec. 4. If we consider a nominal case with _ z td = ?2m=s and ! l = 40:57rad=s, equation (8) gives a stance time of T s = T step = 0:083s, versus T s = 0:077s from equation (9) . This 7:7% error makes (9) undesirable as a basis for control, and in fact leads to rapid failure of the purely passive dynamic running. However, even (8) is an approximation based on purely vertical hopping. Calculating the exact stance time requires the explicit solution to the robot's equations of motion, a sixth order nonlinear di erential equation with boundary values. This, however, is intractable. Instead, we found that we can model the dynamic interaction between the vertical and horizontal dynamics during steady state via modulating the leg's \e ective vertical sti ness." That is, as the forward speed increases, the e ective leg vertical sti ness increases as well, resulting in a shorter stance time. Neither (8) nor (9) take this e ect into account. Therefore we obtain the relationship between the stance time and forward velocity via simulations at a multitude of speeds (steady states) instead of the above approximate analytical expressions. The resulting relationship is captured in Fig. 4 (a) which shows a considerable drop in the stance time as speed increases.
The speed dependent vertical stance oscillation frequency ! l ( _ x) can be found via (8) or (9) starting from the corresponding computed stance time. Based on the computed ! l an equivalent vertical leg sti ness k v can be de ned via (7),
The computed \normalized sti ness" k norm = k v =k l can be approximated by the second order polynomial, k norm = 0:02 _ x 2 +1
as shown in Fig. 4 
(b). This matches McMahon's ndings 23]
, that the dimensionless equivalent vertical sti ness of a simple mass-spring system is a quadratic function of forward speed. In 
where T s;m is the measured stance time and the approximation assumes symmetric operation at steady state, x f;lo = ?x f;td :
Selection of Initial Conditions
For purely vertical hopping, the robot design parameters m; J b ; J l ; k h ; k determine the hip and leg oscillation frequencies, as well as the duty factor as follows,
Due to the planar hopper dynamics, these relationships are not correct at non-zero forward speeds. The hip oscillation frequency and the step time is still determined from the robot's design parameters via the rst equation above. Then, however, the velocity dependent stance time during steady state passive running is computed, via (9) Initial Angular Leg Speed: In 20 ] the desired speed is assumed to be equivalent to the speed at the mid stance _ 0 = _ x=r 0 . We observed greatly improved behavior when relying on average speed, which also depends on the stance time. This has two reasons. First, the average speed is a better approximation of the sinusoidal curve during stance time. In addition, the dependency on T s takes some coupling e ects between vertical and horizontal dynamics as well as the spring sti ening e ect into account. The foot position with respect to the hip is described by x f = ?r 0 sin (t) = ?r 0 sin ^ sin ! h t]: 
Initial Body Pitch Speed: At steady state, a zero total angular momentum is assumed during ight. Based on the derivation of _ 0 in (14) and from (5) we can now calculate the initial body pitch speed as
Initial Hip Vertical Position: At the initial condition the robot is located at \apex" z ap which can be evaluated by adding the height at touchdown z td and the change of height during the ight phase (see Fig. 2 The touchdown height during passive dynamic running is z td = r 0 cos td and nally the initial height can be expressed, using (16) and (17) 
Results
Using the nominal parameters given in Table 1 we start the robot with the appropriate initial conditions to obtain completely passive runs. Fig. 5 shows simulation runs for forward speeds of 1, 2 and 3m=s and con rms that we have successfully calculated precisely the initial conditions to operate this highly unstable dynamical system for a considerable number of cycles. Note that, while any run eventually must fail, the lower the forward speed, the longer the system will run successfully. This is due to the fact that at higher speeds our simplifying assumptions are less accurate, and that small errors lead to failure faster. It can be seen from the data that only the amplitude of the leg-body oscillation needs to be modi ed to accommodate a desired forward speed, based on a xed set of robot parameters. Thus the hip's \natural oscillation" would be a good basis to de ne a desired trajectory for control as well.
Controlled Passive Running
Based on the results of the previous section, we can now select the robot's initial conditions for passive dynamic operation. However, as we saw above, while this is a good basis for energy e cient running, it does not provide stable operation. Inaccuracies resulting from our simplifying assumptions in calculating the initial conditions, from inaccurate robot parameter estimates, or from external perturbations will result quickly in failure { clearly a stabilizing controller is needed. While our robot with four ( ight) and three (stance) degrees of freedom is not controllable in the classical sense via the two inputs, it is possible to stabilize the coupled oscillations of those states by proper periodic forcing. The task of the controller is threefold. First, it computes the passive trajectory for the current speed of the robot. Second, it adds a feedback velocity error term to modulate the passive trajectory to stabilize a desired forward speed. Third, it modulates the trajectory to accommodate variable speed tracking while still remaining close to the passive trajectory to minimize energy consumption. However, rst of all, successful locomotion must be based on robust coupling between di erent degrees of freedoms. This is accomplished via a scalar variable termed \locomotion time." The controller then tracks the trajectories that are all expressed in locomotion times.
Locomotion Time
In high degree of freedom underactuated systems like our planar hopper, motion of di erent joints must be coordinated and often one subsystem may drive others. In our runner, the vertical dynamics determined by gravity during ight and the spring forces during stance act as the \pacemaker," to which the leg swing must synchronize. For example, when touchdown height is reached, the leg must be at the proper touch down angle, and at bottom (maximum leg compression), it must be vertical (during steady state). To achieve this synchronization, time is not a suitable parameter because ight or stance times are subject to variations during a run. For example, the desired leg touch down angle must be achieved when the leg touches the ground after a ight phase, if this happens after 0:4s or 0:8s. Thus it is desirable to develop a new variable, termed locomotion time, which characterizes the dominating dynamics, in our case the vertical motion, independent of the operating conditions (e.g. the hopping height).
A locomotion time should satisfy two conditions. First, it should be a scalar valued function which maps one ight phase onto the xed interval E = (?1; +1) between lift-o ( lo = ? 1) and touchdown ( td = +1), with = 0 at apex. Second, is an a ne function of time. With these two conditions, becomes a \time-like" parameter suitable for motion planning with synchronization. One such measure during ight time is 1 = ? _ z _ z lo : (19) It is easy to verify that 1 satis es the rst condition, and compliance with the second condition is also assured since So far we have not been able to nd a locomotion time variable s during stance which satis es the two conditions without requiring an a priori knowledge of the stance time T s .
Fortunately, we have already available from the passive dynamics calculations an accurate map between forward velocity and stance time, which we use to obtain the locomotion time during stance s = 2 T s t (21) and which maps the stance time interval (? Ts 2 ; + Ts 2 ) onto the interval (?1; +1). To clarify, Fig. 6 depicts one complete leg swing oscillation both as a function of time as well as locomotion time. In summary, we have now at our disposal a scalar quantity which maps both the stance and ight phases onto a xed scalar interval and which can now form the basis for control. 
Forward Speed Control during Flight Phase
During ight the leg actuator has no e ect, and we are left with only the hip control input, to modulate counter-oscillation of leg and body about the hip axis. Either leg, pitch or hip angle (angle between the leg and body) can be controlled. We decided to control the leg angle such that forward speed can be a ected via selection of the foot placement at touchdown as in 10]. First, given the current forward speed, we obtain the \passive" leg touchdown angle, td , required for passive dynamic operation at that speed from (17) . The corresponding passive foot touchdown angle with respect to the hip is x f;td = ?r 0 sin td : Forward speed can now be controlled towards the desired one by simply adding a proportional and a derivative error term, to obtain the desired foot touchdown position with respect to the hip, 
resulting in the assignable error dynamics e + k v _ e + k p e = 0; e = d ? : When the steady state error is zero, the actuator displacement p h will also be zero. The amplitude of the body oscillation^ 0 is determined from the fact that the total angular momentum of the robot is to be kept zero, as determined by the passive dynamic operation. 
Results
The e ectiveness of our control strategy is shown at steady state, while tracking, and in the face of modelling errors.
Steady state: Fig. 9 demonstrates that the robot leg (during ight) and body pitch (during stance) errors are very small. This shows the ability of the controller to operate and stabilize the robot around the passive dynamic trajectories. At the same time the actuator e ort, shown in the lower trace, is very small and remains within 0:2deg. To validate our main objective of reducing the energy requirements compared to direct actuation, we have run both compliant and direct actuation simulations with di erent desired speeds. By setting the spring sti ness to a high value, our approach can be applied to control a directly actuated hip as well. Fig. 10 shows the total hip energy consumed in six seconds and veri es that dramatic energy savings of approximately 95% are achievable when exploiting passive dynamics. Fig. 11 illustrates why the hip compliance is so e ective: In direct actuation, 90% of the energy is expended during ight phase, just to swing the leg. Virtually all of this energy can be saved by relying on a passive oscillation based on a hip compliance. Tracking: Fig. 12 shows simulation runs with ramp changes in commanded speed to demonstrate robust tracking performance of the controller, even though it was designed based on steady state operation. In fact, the same controller successfully tracks step inputs up to 2m=s, provided that large actuator displacements can be accommodated. Robustness: The robustness of the controller is investigated for relatively large and cumulative modelling errors, as shown in Fig. 13 . First, as the robot runs at a steady state velocity of 1m=s, we introduce a modelling error of 20% in the robot's body mass. Next, an additional (simultaneous) error of 20% in body inertia, and nally an additional error in spring sti ness of 20% is introduced. The controller shows a high degree of robustness to these large modelling errors: It maintains stability, and the error in forward velocity is less than 10%. The energy consumption increases from 0:01J to 0:2J. The controller's strong robustness is a good indication that it might also work well in practice. Practical implementations would have to deal with actuator limitations as well, which we have not yet considered. These may decrease but lengthen the transient energy peaks shown in Fig. 13 . It is important to note that the role of the inverse dynamic controller is a minor one, namely tracking the reference trajectories speci ed on-line by our trajectory planner. The key to the success of the approach is the robust synchronization between vertical and leg-swing motion via the locomotion time, and the trajectory planning for the leg swing motion based on the compliant passive dynamics. The results are stable and robust compliant running, small actuator displacements, and low energy consumption. 
Conclusion
We have presented a new control strategy for dynamically stable legged locomotion with compliant elements. It exploits the underlying passive dynamic operation for minimum energy consumption while still ensuring stable and robust control and forward speed tracking. By using the passive motion trajectory of the swinging leg at the current robot speed as the basis for motion planning, stability can be achieved by recourse to standard model based control techniques. The method was successful in simulation, but still needs to be veri ed experimentally. Implementations will be aided by the robustness of the controller to large desired speed variations and un-modelled dynamics { the controller is based on many simplifying assumptions, while the simulation included the full planar dynamics and a compliant ground model. To implement this method we will need a more complete robot model for the passive dynamic trajectory calculations and analyse the e ect of friction and nonlinearity of the springs. In the presence of losses in physical systems, the energy savings between direct and compliant actuation might be less than reported here. However, we still expect to see major energy savings which would contribute greatly towards autonomy and reduced cost by down-sizing actuator power requirements. Similar energy savings could be achieved in multi-legged robots by exploiting the passive compound oscillations during trotting, pacing and bounding gaits.
